Mass Analysis of Silver-Carbon Mixed Cluster Ions Produced by Fast Atom Bombardment
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A regular series of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions: \( \text{Ag}_m \text{C}_n \) \((m=3, 5, 7, 9; n=1, 2, 3)\) has been found by mass spectrometry. This regularity is not destroyed by the energetic collisions of the cluster ions with argon atoms. Remarkable differences are observed in the chemical species produced between the cluster ions containing odd numbers of silver atoms and those containing even numbers of silver atoms. Size-selected reactions of the cluster ions with argon clearly show the magic numbers effect, in addition to the even-odd difference. The mechanism of formation of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions is studied. The authors propose that the mixed cluster ions are produced on a silver surface through decomposition and dehydrogenation of hydrocarbon molecules contained in the background gas of the ionization chamber. This picture is consistent with observations from scanning tunneling microscopy.
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For clusters of alkali metals and coinage metals, the existence of magic numbers, the number of atoms contained in a cluster which is assumed to be more stable, has been widely known.\(^1\)\(^2\) During experiments to find the magic numbers for various substances, a regular series of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions has been found. The regularity was not destroyed by the energetic collisions of the cluster ions with argon atoms. Recently, much interest has been taken in metal-carbon cluster compounds. Titanium-carbon and zirconium-carbon clusters with novel cage-like structures have been found.\(^3\)\(^4\)

The chemistry of clusters provides a model for understanding the mechanism of an inhomogeneous catalytic reaction on a solid surface. Metallic silver works as a good catalyst for partial oxidation of ethylene to ethylene oxide. The silver-carbon mixed cluster ions and the silver-oxygen mixed cluster ions observed here may serve to build a model of the mechanism of the catalytic reaction. Quite recently, related results on the formation of the graphite structure on a surface of gold or platinum have been reported by the use of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).\(^5\)\(^7\)

Results and Discussion

Mass spectra of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions

A regular series of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions is observed in the mass spectrum of Fig. 1. Each component shows a characteristic multiplet structure due to the different contents of isotopes of silver. Since elemental silver is composed of nearly equal amounts of isotopes with mass numbers 107 and 109, the mass spectrum of a silver cluster ion shows a multiplet structure, depending on the number of silver atoms contained in it, with components proportional to the binomial coefficients. This multiplet structure is useful for the identification of bare silver cluster ions and mixed...
silver cluster ions. The identified cluster ions are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The figures in the Tables stand for the relative abundances of the mixed cluster ions to the bare silver cluster ions with an equal number of silver atoms.

Remarkable differences are observed between cluster ions containing odd numbers of silver atoms and those containing even numbers of silver atoms. The clusters containing odd numbers of silver atoms produce a regular series of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions of the formula AgmC2n+ (m is an odd number from 3 to 11, and n=1, 2, or 3). These cluster ions contain no hydrogen atoms. That carbon atoms are contained always in pairs in the mixed cluster ions may suggest the formation of a chemical bond between carbon atoms (possibly a double or triple bond). On the other hand, the cluster ions containing even numbers of silver atoms bind OH or C2H2 radicals. Related to this difference, the phenomenon of even-odd alterations in strength has been observed in the mass spectra of bare silver cluster ions. The cluster ions containing odd numbers of silver atoms are more abundant than those containing even numbers of silver atoms. Another feature of the mass spectra of bare silver cluster ions is the existence of magic numbers 3, 9, 19, 21, 35, 41, 59, 69, • • • The cluster ions containing these numbers of silver atoms are abundant in mass spectra and are assumed to be more stable. Among silver-carbon mixed cluster ions, Ag3C2+ and Ag9C2+ are more abundant than the other mixed cluster ions; so the numbers 3 and 9 may be assumed to be magic numbers.

The even-odd differences observed in the formation of positive silver-carbon mixed cluster ions were also observed in the mass spectra of negative cluster ions. The negative cluster ions identified are summarized in Table 3. In contrast to the positive ions, the negative ions containing even numbers of silver atoms produce silver-oxygen mixed cluster ions of the formula AgmO− (m=even numbers from 4 to 14). For cluster ions containing odd numbers of silver atoms, no mixed cluster ions are observed though they are more abundant than those containing even numbers of silver atoms. The exception is the formation of Ag3C2− and Ag3C4. This may be a manifestation of the magic numbers effect.

The observation of AgmC2n+ in the mass spectra of positive ions and AgmO− in the mass spectra of negative ions may serve to build a model for the mechanism of catalytic reaction of silver in partial oxidation of ethylene to ethylene oxide.

The even-odd difference observed in both positive and negative cluster ions could be seen beyond the mass ranges in Tables 1, 2, and 3, but the identification of the ions could not be done because of the depletion of intensity.

Size-selected reaction of silver cluster ions

Reactions of mass selected bare silver cluster ions or mixed silver cluster ions, which contain a certain number of silver atoms, clearly show the magic numbers effect, in addition to the even-odd difference. The regular series of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions is not destroyed through these reactions. All daughter ions produced from a parent cluster ion are summarized in Table 4 for mixed cluster ions and in Table 5 for bare silver cluster ions. Figures in the Tables show relative abundances of...
The daughter ions to the parent ions remained. The pair of carbon atoms characteristic of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions is not destroyed even through the reactions. The cluster ions with a magic number, Ag$_3$C$_2^+$ and Ag$_3$C$_4^+$, do not dissociate appreciably, so they are observed in abundance in dissociation products. For bare silver cluster ions, the cluster ions with magic numbers, Ag$_3^+$ and Ag$_9^+$, do not dissociate, so they are observed in greater amounts in reaction products. The cluster ions with quasi-magic numbers (the number of ion cores, instead of the number of valence electrons, is a magic number), Ag$_2^+$ and Ag$_8^+$, do not dissociate appreciably. The even-odd difference is observed also in dissociation products. The daughter ions with odd numbers of silver atoms are much more abundant in dissociation products.

Mechanism of formation of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions
A series of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions is produced in a high vacuum of the ionization chamber ($5 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa) without any reactive gas being added intentionally. The mechanism of formation of the mixed cluster ions was studied. Figure 2 shows the change in the abundance of the mixed cluster ions with the varying period for the bombardment of xenon beam. A speculation is examined that the silver-carbon mixed cluster ions are produced continually in a high vacuum of the ionization chamber. Unless the mixed cluster ions are produced in a high vacuum of the ionization chamber, the intensity of the mixed cluster ions should decrease with the period for the bombardment of xenon atoms, since they should disappear gradually upon the bombardment of xenon atoms. To confirm this speculation, a comparison is made for silver-carbon mixed cluster ions and silver-sulfur mixed cluster ions. The silver-sulfur mixed cluster ions emerge from a thin film of sulfide on a surface of metallic silver which is produced through the reaction with hydrogen sulfide in the air. The intensity of the silver-sulfur mixed cluster ions decreases with time, as shown in Fig. 2. Similar decrease in intensity has been reported for manganese-oxygen mixed clusters. For the silver-carbon mixed cluster ions, however, the intensity increases as the period for the bombardment of xenon atoms lengthens. This observation confirms the above speculation that the silver-carbon mixed cluster ions are continuously produced in a high vacuum of the ionization chamber.

Disappearance of silver-carbon mixed cluster ions
The above experiments cannot identify molecular species which react with metallic silver and produce the silver-carbon mixed cluster ions. To identify the molecular species, reactions were examined of silver with several kinds of gas introduced in the ionization chamber up to a pressure of 0.04 Pa. Since silver-carbon mixed cluster ions contain carbon atoms in pairs, ethylene with a backbone of C$_2$ is thought to be effective for the production of the mixed ions. However, it is not
effective for the increase in the abundance of the mixed cluster ions. This result appears to contradict with results obtained by STM. But this contradiction is superficial, since MS is a destructive analytical instrument and STM is a non-destructive analytical one. In MS observation of the silver-carbon mixed cluster ions is difficult unless they are continually produced during observation. Introduction of methane or carbon dioxide is ineffective for the production of the mixed cluster ions. When carbon monoxide is introduced at a pressure of 0.04 Pa, the silver-carbon mixed cluster ions disappear almost completely and only bare silver cluster ions remain. Further experiments to study this unexpected phenomenon are in progress where effects on the formation of the silver-carbon mixed cluster ions by the change of the pressure of carbon monoxide, or by the change of the period from introduction of carbon monoxide to observation of the mixed clusters are examined. The phenomenon of disappearance of mixed cluster ions is useful to simplify mass spectra. Further experiments are in progress on the identification of molecular species producing the silver-carbon mixed cluster ions.
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